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Abstract—People encountering quadriplegia can't use both their hands and their legs. In such a circumstance, they are 

dependent upon others to move them around which realizes a hardship in their confidence. The primary advancements 

they can achieve are their heads and thus their eyes. This paper utilize this advancement of the eye and completes a 

method to follow the improvement of the eye to subsequently control a wheelchair. A system is utilized here wherein 

the web-camera of the PC is utilized to pick up photos of the patient. By executing the Viola Jones computation, the 

eyes of the patient are recognized. Using MATLAB, these photos experience distinctive morphological strategies and 

on further assessment eye improvements are followed to choose in which course the wheelchair is to be moved. These 

signs are then sent to the Arduino which progresses it on to the DC motors by methods for the L293D IC. This wheel 

chair for patients can be changed over to bed and various modes. 
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 Introduction  
 

 There are number of individuals who are crippled or truly weakened, right now depend upon 

others as a result of loss of self-adaptability. This dependence is creating bit by bit with the 

masses. The improvement of the wheelchair for stifled and disabled individual is amazingly 

extending starting late start with the standard genuinely controlled wheelchairs and advancing 

to electrical wheelchairs. Standard wheelchair use will as a rule spotlight exclusively on manual 

use, which expect customers despite everything prepared to use their hands which restricts 

those unfit to do all things considered. Afflictions or setbacks hurting the tactile framework 

also causes people to use wheelchair since people to lose their ability to move their purposeful 

muscle. Since deliberate muscle is the standard actuator enabling people to move their body. 

Loss of movement may make an individual not move their loco-motor organ, for instance, arm, 

leg and others. Loss of movement may be neighborhood, around the world, or may follow 

express models. Most loss of movement are consistent, in any case there are various structures, 

for instance, intermittent loss of movement (realized by innate diseases), achieved by various 

segments. In our endeavor the improvement level of Image Processing open PC vision library 

is used for Face and Eye disclosure [1]. Likewise, a couple of utilization and computations are 

used to find definite understudy region acknowledgment and following of that. One of them is 

Haar course like features acknowledgment figuring used to recognizing the particular Eye 

understudy and locate its center point is outrageous goal of this system. For thusly finding eye 

understudy and following eye understudy, various PC vision library of Image getting ready are 

used like article acknowledgment, development area, picture concealing change, edge 

revelation, plan planning, etc. For eye understudy following there are a couple of number of 

various procedures open [6] [15]. In any case, they have its own limitation. One of them ECG, 

EEG and EOG sensor based eye understudy recognizable proof method is open [6] [8], where 

voltage assortment based yield expected to pick the territory of understudy [9]. Regardless, for 

different stifled customer, particular yield voltage will be delivered, which will achieve flawed 

region of the eye understudy. The head advancement based system have hindrance, where 

customer can't have the choice to find a good pace genuinely [11] [10].  

 

There were various past works finished on electric wheelchairs. A few them helped us get 

musings for our current model. In [5], proposes an optical-type eye following system to control 
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energized wheel chair. User‟s eye improvement is implied screen position using the optical 

sort eye following structure advancement. In [6], a technique is proposed to control the 

automated wheelchair using EOG signals. The methodology allows the customer to look 

around uninhibitedly while the wheelchair investigates thusly to the perfect target point. 

Another control system for a robot is by techniques for an electric wheelchair, gave to truly 

weakened individuals, equipped with an insignificant exertion web camera, using simply eye 

advancements and look course. In [5], iris affirmation is by depicting key close by assortments. 

The basic idea is that local sharp assortment centers, which means the appearing or vanishing 

of a noteworthy picture structure, are utilized to address the properties of the iris. Using the 

musings recorded in the review we developed a wheel chair for crippled individuals subject to 

eyeball disclosure advancement. 

The principle point of this paper is to furnish a practical arrangement with insignificant physical 

communication with the patient. Furthermore, this paper is to be executed progressively and 

thusly the inactivity must be insignificant and the precision must be acceptable, the two of 

which is accomplished by actualizing this paper. 

 

 

Literature Review 
Bio-potential based technique which uses potentialfrom client's body activities obtained by 

utilizing extraordinary instrument. Instrument, for example, Electrooculography (EOG) [1], 

Electromyography (EMG), and Electroencephalograph (EEG) [2], Search curl can be utilized 

for estimating bio-potential. The inquiry loop yield can beused as wellsprings of PC 

contribution for handicap individual. EOG technique [3] utilizes voltage contrasts among fore 

and rearward surface of eyes.  

Picture Analysis technique [1]- [5], uses camera to break down client's longing and convert 

into computerized information. A few picture preparing strategies are utilized to break down 

client's craving. The client's longing itself should be possible by Gaze based [6], [7], [9] break 

down client's craving from client's look, Face based investigate client's longing from face 

demeanor, and the others. 

Implementation 
 

While the underlying pre-preparing preceding actualizing the Viola Jones calculation helped 

in improving the exactness by making the location increasingly precise, better lighting 

conditions can generally give better discovery results by giving more brilliant depictions to 

process. 

In this section, the implementation is presented. In this using viola jones method face and eyes 

are detected. Then it is analyzed if its showing left right, back, or straight signal. The signal 

detected is transferred to Arduino through usb cable. 
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Fig.1 Block Diagram for Proposed Algorithm 

 

In fig. 1, basic block diagram is shown in which MATLAB output is given to motor driver 

using RS232 port. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block Diagram for Interfacing with Hardware 

In fig. 2, block diagram of interfacing with hardware part and complete implementation is 

shown. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of Final Proposed Algorithm 

In fig. 3, final flow chart of implementation is shown. In this, it is shown,  

 

Results 
. 

 

Fig. 4. Final Project Prototype Image 

In fig. 4 above, the final prototype is shown, which is also convertible to bed using a mode 

button and then can be controlled to move forward, left, right or back using the eye control. 
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Conclusion 
  This paper adequately completed the structure to normally control a wheelchair 

by following eye advancements and using MATLAB picture taking care of and gear circuit. 

This game plan viewed a precision of 70-90%. As showed by our results, the image gets, eye 

advancement acknowledgment and the computation for favoring improvement tries perform 

constantly. This paper plans to execute a framework which conquers the issues looked by the 

over two systems. This arrangement gives a brisk, continuous arrangement with generally 

excellent precision results. Also, there is no physical communication with the essence of the 

patient which ends up being advantageous for the patient. 
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